REBECCA™ FUEL CARTRIDGE
AJAX™ TWO-CYCLE INTEGRAL ENGINE-COMPRESSORS

Overview
With Rebecca system, fuel gas injector valve removal, inspection and replacement are fast and easy.
The two-part system consists of a permanent valve body and replaceable cartridge assembly. The cartridge contains the complete valve mechanism and seat.
For inspection, maintenance or replacement, simply remove the valve cartridge. The cage and all fuel gas piping remain in place.

Benefits
› Low-friction operation and reduced stem leakage, thanks to spring-loaded, non-metallic, self-adjusting packing
› Eliminated the need for lube maintenance due to low-friction, pre-lubricated bushings at both ends of the Rebecca valve stem
› Simplified maintenance — valve replacement without removing cage or piping
› Reduced replacement time, from hours to minutes
› No heavy lifting or special tools

Interchangeability
The new Rebecca valve can be supplied as original equipment or can be easily retrofitted to existing installations.